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In the early 1930s, the Workers’ Film & Photo League emerged as a loosely knit alliance of local organizations that provided independent visual media to people in the United States, Europe and other parts of the world. Building on earlier activist models such as the agit-trains of the Soviet Union, the German workers’ photography movement and silent-era labor films in the US, their efforts during the tumultuous years of the early Depression helped to define social documentary film and photography as a genre, while advancing independent media practices that survive today. Working alongside groups such as the Blue Blouse players, the John Reed Clubs of writers and the Red Dancers, Film & Photo League members joined a widespread movement to create and disseminate cultural forms that would counter the “mainstream” media of its day.

Although members of the League believed that documenting social movements through filmmaking and photography was important, they also understood the significance of distribution. Film and Photo League members provided still photographs to publications such as the Labor Defender and the Daily Worker, and created alternative exhibition spaces for both still photography and film. Like the Workers’ Film Societies in England and the Amis de Spartacus in France, the Workers’ Film & Photo League sponsored exhibitions of Soviet films such as Potemkin, Mother, Storm Over Asia, and The End of St. Petersburg. The films for these exhibitions were often provided by Willi Muenzenberg’s Mezhrabpomfilm; admittance fees benefited groups such as Internationale Arbeiterhilfe or Workers’ International Relief (WIR), which provided relief funds to striking workers around the world. Short newsreels produced by the Film & Photo League frequently opened the feature film screenings, attracting a wider audience to these popular events.

The literature about the Film & Photo League has generally focused on the New York chapter. Rather than a single or unified group, however, the Workers’ Film & Photo League was a movement. Collectives sprang up independently in many locations and united under a common name. Rebellng against mass media institutions that reflected the values of their well-financed owners, the local Leagues shared a common philosophy and motives, yet maintained their unique local character. Groups of alternative “media activists” (and sometimes individuals who represented themselves as part of the “League”) formed in towns and cities in Japan, Germany, Holland, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

Besides New York, North American chapters could be found in Detroit, Chicago, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and California; the histories of these other chapters need to be excavated and reclaimed to give a more complete understanding of this movement in documentary.

In California, three different collectives allied themselves with the Workers’ Film and Photo League. Louis Siminow and others in the close-knit, radical Jewish community of Boyle Heights in East Los Angeles documented southern California labor movements, while Carla Leshne was involved with activist media collectives Paper Tiger TV West, Deep Dish TV Network, Free Speech Network, and Mission Creek Video. She is working on a book about the Film & Photo League Movement of the 1930s.
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and social justice struggles. In Hollywood, the Film & Photo League was an alliance of writers, actors and filmmakers who held weekly screenings at a collective household jokingly known as the “Filth & Famine League” and contributed to the magazine Experimental Film. In the north, still photographers, filmmakers and labor activists joined forces as the San Francisco Film & Photo League.

The San Francisco Film & Photo League had a relatively brief history: its period of substantial activity lasted less than a year, from the fall of 1933 until the group was shattered by political oppression surrounding the San Francisco General Strike of July 1934. Three key figures in this collective were Lester Balog (1905–1976), Otto Hagel (1909–1973) and Hansel Mieth (1909–1998, born Johanna Geiges Mieth). Hagel and Mieth, who had grown up in Freiberg, Germany and run away together as teens, gained photographic experience as they vagabonded around Europe. They immigrated to the US at the beginning of the Depression: Hagel in 1928, Mieth in December, 1930. Upon her arrival, Mieth traveled across country (in an open car in the winter) to join Hagel in San Francisco. Lester Balog emigrated from Hungary in 1922, where his father had been a lawyer for the Socialist Party and he had been a semi-professional soccer player. Playing soccer in New York with the Labor Sports Union, and following in the footsteps of his activist parents, he frequented the Hungarian Worker’s Home, where he became the projectionist for early film screenings and became politicized especially around the Sacco & Vanzetti trial. He went to Passaic, NJ as a cameraman after the hired crew left and helped to shoot dramatic documentary footage that appears in The Passaic Textile Strike (1926). Balog was a founding member of the New York Film & Photo League, which was formed in 1930. Among his activities with this group, he co-edited Bonus March/The Fight for the Bonus (1932) with Leo Seltzer. His cross-country travels would bring him to San Francisco in October 1933. Together, these three worked on the San Francisco Film & Photo League’s principle film, Century of Progress (1934).

A Century of Progress (1934)
Although its production history is still shrouded in mystery, Century of Progress is an 18-minute, silent documentary (with intertitles) that was apparently produced by the San Francisco Film & Photo League in 1933–34 and edited collectively by Otto Hagel, Hansel Mieth, Avedano Motroni, Lester Balog and others. It uses the motto of the 1933 Chicago World’s Fair as its title and as a structuring critique. Opening with scenes of the World’s Fair – American flags along the esplanade, a “Plantation Spectacle”, well-dressed couples being pulled in carts by depression-era workers, the intertitle, “A Hundred Years of Progress!” repeats over dancing skeletons, flag-waving, burlesque booths, racist attractions and pictures of Fascist dictators.

From the Fair in Chicago, the film moves to California and a dialectical representation of the Depression. A sequence that begins with the title “In a Hundred Years, we have built millions of homes” shows fancy housing and apartments for rent in San Francisco and then moves to footage of a Hooversville shack, shot beautifully at cooking time with smoke billowing through. After the title “... We have filled elevators with millions of bushels of wheat”, images of grain elevators, industrial silos and fountains of grain pouring are juxtaposed with scenes of a woman picking through garbage for food. After the title “We have built factories, but don’t use them,” the contrast between the promise of industrialization and the social reality of the Thirties is contained in one shot: the camera starts with a low angle framing of a smokestack reaching into the sky, then tilts down to a sign – “Help Wanted See Below”. The slots in the sign are empty and the factory is deserted. “In a Hundred Years we have developed the steam shovel.” Here the filmmakers
Although there is some evidence that the San Francisco Film & Photo League was formed earlier in 1933, it was probably the arrival of Lester Balog and Edward Royce in October 1933 that brought initial energy to this collective.  

Royce, an organizer for the Workers International Relief, and Balog, a young editor, projectionist, and photographer, set out from New York on a trans-continental film tour in September of 1933. Departing from New York in Ed’s car after an evening screening at the New York League headquarters, they brought with them a projector, a print of Vsevold Pudovkin’s *Mother*, and some New York Film & Photo League newsreels. Pre-arranged showings took place in 51 locales across the country at workers’ halls, ethnic clubs, community theaters, and private homes. The second half of the film tour was in California, where they traveled down the coast and back up the Central Valley during the fall of 1933 at the time of the largest agricultural strikes in California history.

Along the way, Lester Balog shot footage of strikes, demonstrations, the World’s Fair in Chicago, and a trial of labor organizers in Utah. The trip served as a benefit tour for the WIR, raising money to support striking workers (and the benefit film tour). Ed Royce was the featured speaker. Balog ran the projector and the movie camera. Balog’s account of their activities often reveals the close connection between their film screenings and the political activities that they encountered on their travels. Balog described a screening in Milwaukee on September 26, 1933 to an audience of 500:

> This was one of the most enthusiastic showings. It was also very useful as a last minute mobilization for a demonstration that day (27 September) in front of the Civic Club against Fascism on the occasion of a banquet for German Ambassador Luther. Took pictures of the whole affair. About 300–400 participated in it. They had no permit. Speakers were held on shoulders while others formed solid arm in arm around them. It proved to be a quite impene-trable human barricade. It lasted a full 60 minutes. Seven or eight spoke while the police charged several times. For a half an hour the cops found it impossible to reach the speak-ers. They had to be torn away one by one. ... By the way, the John Reed Clubs of other cities ought to learn from the Milwaukee JRC for the whole affair was organized in their hall ...
club is not only in “contact” with the movement, but it is an important factor.  

Balog filmed the demonstration; a short clip of the Milwaukee footage would later be incorporated into the film *Century of Progress*.

After an adventure in Utah, during which Balog’s undeveloped film was confiscated by authorities while he was recording a trial of union activists, the pair gave an evening screening at a roller rink between the towns of Price and Helper and the film tour proceeded to the west coast.

We arrived in Frisco on our very last gallon of gas. We didn’t have one penny, and we thought we can get into California for free. The only things we didn’t figure with were the Vallejo Toll Bridge and the Oakland Ferry. We solved the problem by leaving my 97 cents watch at the bridge and getting rid of Ed’s sweater (worth several bucks) at the Ferry.

The night of their arrival in San Francisco, Balog and Royce showed their films to an audience of 1000 at the Fillmore Workers’ Center, which Balog described as “very enthusiastic”. They continued to Carmel for a showing the next night, where he observed that the audience in this “sort of artist colony” was not as enthusiastic as at other showings, and “although they liked the shorts, the feature didn’t go over very big”. Balog spent 9 October preparing for the continuing tour down the California coast, by helping to print 15,000 publicity leaflets. Over the next two months, they showed the films throughout California.

The second half of Balog’s letter detailing their journey is lost, thus the recounting of the exhibition tour stops abruptly on 14 October, in the middle of his stay in Tulare County during the 1933 Cotton Strike. Before the account ends, Balog describes in detail the volatile scene in the San Joaquin Valley. Royce, Balog and Sam Darcy, the regional head of the Communist Party, traveled together to the strike area, arriving on 10 October. They stopped off first in Fresno, where they attended the trial of leaders in the earlier grape pickers’ strike. After camping for the night outside of Tulare, they arrived at the cotton strike headquarters just in time to join 500 strikers as the assembly set off to the county seat of Visalia to protest the murders of two Mexican workers by vigilantes in Pixley the day before. Balog remarked “They had no parade permit, so I got the camera ready”.

The group arrived in Visalia where they held a rally on the front steps of the courthouse. Pat Chambers, one of the strike leaders arrested later that day and held in jail for the rest of the year, spoke to the crowd. Balog described the rally in terms of the movies:

One of the most active of the City Commissioners, Elliot, asked Chambers to let him speak (it reminds one of those moving pictures where the landlord is “explaining it” to his workers who are about to go on strike, and as a result the workers remain, take a wage-cut, and like it. Elliot must have imagined himself a movie-hero). “O.K. – says Pat – but let me introduce you” and he did some introduction. Pat Chambers knew him from a few previous strikes of the Cannery and Agricultural Workers Industrial Union. Anyway by the time he got thru with the introduction the commissioner didn’t feel like speaking. This was something he didn’t figure on. (You see in the movies there are no such strike leaders ...)

Footage of the event – shot by either Balog or Otto Hagel would later be incorporated into *Century of Progress*.

Balog’s activities switched gears later in the day, when he made a ten-foot banner for the slain workers’ funeral. The banner reproduced a statement made by the widow of one of the Mexican workers murdered (named Davila) to the effect that she had requested the union to take care of the burial, was in agreement with the principles of the union, and was calling on all workers to continue the
struggle. “Then Eddy squealed on me and I had to do all the stencils for leaflets”, wrote Balog. In the following days, Balog filmed the funeral, attended meetings, avoided troopers and vigilantes, accompanied pickets, and stayed up all night to make leaflets (though the pad on the mimeograph machine was determined to be faulty at 5 a.m. on one of the mornings after his all-night preparations, and Sam Darcy had to drive up to San Francisco to get a replacement).

On 13 October, an incident occurred when Sheriff Hall, after warning the pickets to quiet down, walks to his car, but seeing me with the camera, comes to me and tells me that since I have a camera he’ll go and warn the pickets again and he wants me to take a picture of him doing the warning. When I told him that my assignment was to take pictures of “strikers picketing”, he got red in the face, and I got pale, but I was lucky for just then a cameraman came there (Frisco news guy) and he took the picture. And I decided that from now it will be healthier for me to keep away from Sheriff Hill.

Though nervous, Balog was not intimidated by Sheriff Hill, and his reluctance to “favor” the sheriff by taking his picture was another way of making his commitment to the picketers clear. The “Frisco news guy”, in his role as a mainstream journalist, had no defined alliances, and was willing to do what the sheriff asked. After returning to town that night, Balog continued in his letter, he attended the Strike Committee meeting and then the Executive meeting, where they decided to have posters and banners for the funeral of Davila and Hernandez the following day. “And of course I was to make the posters and banners. So I made 4 large oilcloth banners and 25 posters and spent my third night in the cotton strike area sleepless.”

Anne Loftis discusses the 1933 Cotton Strike and its portrayal in the mass media in her book Witnesses to the Struggle, noting with some surprise that many large newspapers covered the strike sympathetically. Papers that sent reporters and staff photographers to the San Joaquin Valley often opposed the strike but, Loftis explains, they could not ignore eyewitness accounts and telling photographs. Loftis’ analysis of the coverage reflects the media savvy of Balog and the Executive Committee:

The remarkable fact is that so many of their photographs appeared in newspapers that supported the growers’ position in the strike. One in the Los Angeles Times showed a group carrying a sign that read: “General Strike. Stay away from the Cotton Fields and Join the C.A.W.I.U. Help win the strike.”

Lester Balog not only took pictures with his camera, he also made them with his signs and hand-painted banners. Composing the content by taking an active part in the live graphics of the event, he used his skills to support the strikers and help relay their message to a wider public, through the mainstream press. He photographed the scene himself, but knowing that the pictures the “news guys” took would have a farther reach than his own, he found ways to manipulate pictures that he did not himself shoot. He had an understanding of graphic art and of the present day “photo opportunity;” merging the two in his work.

Otto Hagel and Hansel Mieth had been working as pickers in the fields earlier in 1933 and were present with their cameras during the 1933 agricultural strike wave in California. Though the surviving portion of Balog’s Cotton Strike account contains no mention of them, it is likely that they met during these last months of 1933 and began to work collaboratively. By the end of October, Mieth was back in San Francisco. Mieth’s life-long relationship with Otto Hagel was turbulent; in the last years of her life, she spoke about the death of her infant daughter in 1933 and the pressures the death had on their relation.
On 31 October 1933, having split up temporarily with Otto Hagel, she married Avedano Motroni, a window designer. In following years, the San Francisco Directory lists Hagel as living with another woman, Arverii. Despite these unconventional circumstances, Hagel, Mieth, Balog and Motroni all took part in the collective work of the Film & Photo League. They continued to film events throughout California as well as editing short newsreels of the 1933 Cotton Strike and the more ambitious Century of Progress.

Meanwhile the Film & Photo League set up shop at the Workers’ Cultural Center at 121 Haight Street, in San Francisco. Also known as the Ruthenberg House, the building functioned much like Workers’ Centers in New York, Los Angeles, Chicago and other towns. Usually housing the Communist Party Headquarters as well as Workers’ Schools, John Reed Clubs, bookstores, libraries, soup kitchens, Labor Sports Unions, workers’ theatre groups, and Film & Photo Leagues, Workers’ Centers were prominent in left cultural life of the period.

A December 1933 issue of the Western Worker announced the opening of the center on Haight Street. A library, showers and a restaurant were on the first floor, a ballroom was on the third, and on the second floor, adjacent to the school classrooms, the Film & Foto League will conduct their classes in conjunction with the school, and they have, as well, a darkroom in the basement.

By February 1934, the WIR had also set up a “permanent strike relief apparatus” in the building, and a stage was built by the Workers’ Theatre to put on plays. Lester Balog is listed in the Spring, 1934 San Francisco Workers’ School Catalog as a “Cinematography” instructor, along with “P. Otto” (likely a pseudonym for Otto Hagel, who was not a legal immigrant to the US). The class was to be a training ground for “Criticism of bourgeois practices, analysis of Soviet newsreels, documentary and acted films, Montage, film production and projection of working class newsreels and films.” The catalog also listed a course in “Still Photography”, with P. Allen and J. Fidiam instructing.

While teaching at the Workers’ School, Balog and Hagel continued to put on screenings of Soviet films and their own newsreels around the state. Like other Film & Photo League groups around the country, they shot still photographs and film footage that would display social contradiction and the uneven distribution of wealth in Depression-era America. Although Mieth, by her own account, was not involved in shooting moving pictures, she was involved with post-production. It is not clear where the editing took place, but for some of the time, according to Mieth, it was in an apartment she rented with Otto Hagel, where Lester Balog sometimes slept in the bath tub. (This information is complicated by the fact that in later interviews Mieth never mentioned her marriage to Motroni.) Although Mieth has maintained that she and Hagel had created the film and that she had been with him when he filmed the Cotton Strike, it seems likely that Balog was an important contributor. In a 1974 letter to Tom Brandon, Balog described the film as...
started in Chicago by Leo Seltzer at the '33 World's Fair. Then a Milwaukee anti-fascist demonstration by yours truly. Next scenes in San Francisco of rusting heavy equipment and WPA pick-and-shovel project by Otto Hagel. Also by Hagel, a march in Sacramento. Finally my own stuff: the 1933 San Joaquin Cotton Strike.34

Balog's memory of the detailed division of footage might be more accurate than Mieth's, though in an interview in his quite lucid 90's, Leo Seltzer could not recall ever shooting any film at the Chicago 1933 World's Fair.35 A close viewing of Century of Progress, and a comparison of shooting styles seems to point to Otto Hagel as a primary shooter of the California footage in the film.

The issue of crediting work is a basic dilemma with collective endeavors. When everyone shares the labor and resources for the common purpose, the matter of personal recognition seems unimportant. Later however, as historians and others attempt to understand and describe the work, as people re-use footage in other non-collective projects, as false attributions are made due to confusion or lack of information, and as people sometimes distance themselves from their earlier endeavors, attribution can become a divisive issue. People feel later that the work they put into the collective was exploited in some way. Leo Seltzer, a member of the New York Film & Photo League, for example, still feels the necessity in his nineties to clarify his very active role in FPL productions, and recounts with some annoyance the fact that his footage was used in later Frontier Films work, without any credit to him.36 The example of the re-discovered Cotton Strike footage typifies this challenge of collective work.

The history of Century of Progress after its completion is fraught for many reasons, including the complex and changing relationships among the principals, the political repression which fragmented the group, and misunderstandings that erupted over time. The film footage of the Cotton Strike was considered missing for many years. Hansel Mieth told various interviewers in the 1980s and 1990s that she thought the film and their movie camera had been stolen by the police in the 1930s. Indeed, the San Francisco Chronicle finds Edward Royce arrested in September 1934 at the police station for being a Communist when he went in looking for articles (very likely films) that had been confiscated during the San Francisco General Strike in the summer of 1934.37 In fact, Balog had possession or regained possession of a copy of Century of Progress and screened it over the years in various venues, including organizing events for the United Farm Workers in the 1960s.38 Worried about the condition of the film, Balog donated it to the Reuther Library of Labor and Urban Affairs at Wayne State University. Hansel Mieth rediscovered the film when Tom Brandon used it in Film & Photo League showings during the 1970s; afterward Mieth made sure that she and Otto Hagel received credit for their part in its production. Numerous publications attribute the film solely to Hagel and Mieth.39

As part of their Film and Photo League activities, Hagel and Balog toured California, exhibiting Russian films that Royce had procured from a New
York distributor associated with the WIR. In May 1934, returning north from a screening in Los Angeles, they passed through Tulare County, the site of the Cotton Strike and the Pixley murders the year before. Balog recounts that some of the farm workers, they caught us, saw us, and they said, hey, what about the pictures you took? So all right, I said, let me show you. So that night they closed the pool hall for business and had a movie. And Pat Chambers was there ... And while we were running it – no charge, of course, there was no admission fee or anything, and the business was closed – no pool. So while I was projecting, about four troopers came in, big son-of-a-guns, you know? I am not tall, but they were about 6½ feet, and they stood around me – I didn’t know what to do, I finished the film. I understand Pat meanwhile sneaked out, and when it was over they practically picked me up and took me to jail ... they charged me with running a business without a license ... they kept me 13 days in the police station, and then I got 45 days.

The arrest was reported in the Visalia Times-Delta, which characterized the screening as a presentation by Chambers, who was notorious in the area for his organizing efforts with the Cannery and Agricultural Workers Industrial Union (CAWIU) the year before:

Pat Chambers, strike agitator, and communist candidate for United States senator, lost motion picture equipment, a ten-reel soviet picture and an operator last night when he ventured to appear as a showman in exhibiting the communist propaganda picture, “The Road to Life” in a Mexican pool hall in Tulare ... Between 75 and 100 persons, most of them Mexicans 20 years old or younger, attended the four hour performance. Members of the Tulare police department sat through the entire show.

This tiny mention in a small town paper brings to light the vibrant character of Film & Photo League screenings: 1930s media activists hold a spontaneous showing of a Russian film to a large group of Mexican youth in a California farming town – the picture elicits questions about alternative film exhibition practices in the 1930s, as well as about youth organizing among the farmworkers.

Of course neither the equipment nor the films belonged to Pat Chambers, much less the operator. While Hagel, because of his illegal status, slipped away, and Pat Chambers also eluded arrest, Lester Balog and Lillian Dinkin, an organizer for the Communist Party, were taken in to the Visalia jailhouse. The Western Worker of 18 June reported the results of their short court trial on 5 June:

Taking only five minutes to arrive at a verdict they were already sure of, the jury yesterday found Lillian Dinkin and Lester Balog “guilty” of showing a picture without a license, and Judge Cross lost no time in slapping on a sentence of 45 days and $100 fine for each ... Deliberate mis-statement by prosecution witnesses of the talk Comrade Dinkin gave between the Bonus March film and the “Road to Life” formed a large part of the “evidence” the jury used to justify their helping the frame-up.

When they arrested Balog, the police confiscated the projector, some sound equipment and Victrola records, the films he had been screening, and some money. After his release, he was picked up by Joe Wilson of the International Labor Defense, and driven directly out of Tulare, for there was a rumor that he would be picked up again for “vagrancy” if he were found walking in town.

The following year, Balog was still trying to get the films and other items returned. A letter from Hirsch & Kaye, the company from which he had leased the projector and screen and which had sent an employee to Visalia to reclaim the equipment while Balog was in jail, read:
Dear Mr. Balog:

The only equipment that we received from the police department in Tulare is that equipment which we have delivered to you through Mr. Reynolds. The chief of police in Tulare may truly feel that he delivered “everything” but that could also be a general term.45

Finally, the chief of Police issued a letter on February 26, 1935 certifying that “the entire equipment, including films, taken from Lester Balog in Tulare at the time of his arrest was turned over to Mr. H.L. Bush of the Hirsch & Kaye Company of San Francisco”. The letter continues on however, “The Films were later turned over to this Dept. and were returned to the Garrison Film Distributors Company of New York on February 12th 1935”. 46 Perhaps the Cotton Strike footage and/or the more finely edited-Century of Progress was one of the returned films, and Balog was able to retrieve it at some point from Garrison.

While Lester Balog was in jail in Tulare County, the 1934 San Francisco General Strike was getting underway. Balog got out of the Tulare jail and was driven to San Francisco just in time to be present for the vigilante raids on 17 July, the second day of the strike. Many sites of political/cultural activity that had flourished were destroyed, including The Workers Cultural Center at the Ruthenberg House on Haight Street, the Western Worker editorial offices and the printing plant that the paper contracted with, the longshoreman’s strike kitchen, the Mission Workers’ Neighborhood House, and the Workers’ Open Forum at 1223 Fillmore47 – where Balog and Royce had presented a film program upon their arrival to San Francisco in October, 1933. Unknown men, most likely hired by the employer groups and closely followed by police, broke in and demolished as much as possible of the workers’ cultural movement as the General Strike began to affect the city.48

The vigilante raids of the 1934 General Strike in San Francisco were not an isolated set of incidents, but rather the culmination of a pattern of political repression in Depression-era California. In the summer of 1932, the Western Worker reported that police had raided the John Reed Club of Los Angeles just as they were organizing a statewide conference.49 According to the Western Worker.

The attack on the JRC is part of the campaign of terror which has been launched by the “Red Squad” within the last few weeks, and which has resulted in the breaking up of many workers’ meetings and daily raids on workers’ headquarters.50

Artists, writers, theatre groups, filmmakers, and photographers whose cultural and media work strengthened the left became targets. The mainstream mass media was used to arouse public sentiment against those who threatened the capitalist system during the Depression era. The John Reed Club headquarters in Los Angeles was hit again in February of 1933.51 Newsboys were arrested for selling the Western Worker, bookstores selling radical publications were shut down and their owners thrown in jail, street theatre players were beaten up. In July 1934, while Balog languished in jail, San Diego police arrested Louis Siminow of the Los Angeles Film & Photo League for showing a film.52

With San Francisco in disarray, and the local Film & Photo League darkroom and meeting space destroyed, the people who created the short-lived Film & Photo League movement in San Francisco dispersed. It is doubtful whether the Film & Photo League ever re-established itself as a group in San Francisco after the destruction at the Ruthenberg House. Lester Balog and Consuelo Kanaga sneaked into the raided Western Worker office and took photos of the destruction. Ed Royce was arrested later that year when he went to the police station to claim property that police had taken during the July raids.53

Another collective effort, the Photo-Commen-
tors, a short-lived group that included Balog, Hagel and Mieth, Dorothea Lange, Consuelo Kanaga, Willard Van Dyke and Ansel Adams, among others, organized a large photo show at the Gelber-Lilienthal Gallery and Bookstore sometime in 1934, bringing together one hundred “photographs of social significance”. According to Balog, the pictures went up and they were up one day, two days maybe. There was criticism by the American Legion and they ordered a couple, two or three pictures, taken out. First, the Tom Mooney picture. Dorothea Lange had a beautiful picture of a pair of legs: a girl sitting on a bar — not a bar, a drug-store stool, legs crossed, a beautiful pair of legs, with an enormous run in her stocking. And she called it “USA, 1934”. It was very clever, and I liked it. It was beautiful. That was objected to ... and there may have been one other ... Anyhow, the group was very indignant and they said we either have all or none, so they took it out.54

Balog’s description of reaction to Lange’s “USA, 1934” reflects a common theme of censorship during the thirties. Though the expression of sexuality was the more publicized complaint of censoring boards, political censorship was rampant. Was it the legs or the message that Lange’s photo conveyed that brought the wrath of the Legionnaires and the pressure from the gallery?55

By 1935, Roosevelt’s New Deal was being implemented across the country. Hansel Mieth got a job, not in the WPA Art project — they told her that her portfolio work was not “Art”, but propaganda.56 She joined the women’s sewing project until she convinced the administrators of the WPA Youth Project to let her run a photography project in San Francisco’s Mission District. From there, she went to work for *Life* magazine. Otto Hagel produced a pictorial book on waterfront workers in 1937 for the International Longshoreman and Warehouse Union, and also published photographs in *Life*.57 They moved to New York for a few years, and then returned west to buy a chicken farm in Santa Rosa, and raised chickens between their photo assignments.58

Lester Balog went to work for the California Fig. 10. Lester Balog’s press card, identifying him as a credentialed representative of the Film & Photo League (albeit with name misspelled).
Conservation Core in Plumas County, photographing forest service projects. In 1941, he took perhaps his best known photograph, of Woody Guthrie holding a guitar with letters painted on the front: “This Machine Kills Fascists”. Balog later served in the military during WWII as a photographer and film editor. In the late forties, he, like Hagel a few years before, worked for the International Longshoreman and Warehouse Union, as a photographer for their newspaper, The Dispatcher. In the fifties, he moved to Cambria with his wife, Frances, and ran a movie theatre, though the audiences for the radical fare that he most liked to program were sparse. In his later years, Balog was known around the state for his continued commitment to radical film.


Fortunately, the film that was perhaps the greatest accomplishment of the San Francisco Film & Photo League, Century of Progress, has survived.
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